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Flipper-Style Locomotion Through Strong
Expanding Modular Robots

Lillian Chin , Max Burns , Gregory Xie , and Daniela Rus , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Volume-changing robotic units present an exciting
pathway for modular robotics. However, current attempts have
been relatively limited, requiring tethers, complex fabrication or
slow cycle times. In this letter, we present AuxBots: an auxetic-
based approach to create high force, fast cycle time self-contained
modules. By driving the auxetic shell’s expansion with a motor and
leadscrew, these robots are capable of expanding their volume by
274% in 0.8 seconds with a maximum strength to weight ratio of
76x. These force and expansion properties enable us to use these
modules in conjunction with flexible wire constraints to get shape
changing behavior and independent locomotion. We demonstrate
the power of this modular system by using a limited number of
AuxBots to mimic the flipper-style locomotion of mudskippers
and sea turtles. These structures are entirely untethered and can
still move forward even as some AuxBots stall and enter a fault
state, achieving the key modular robotics goals of versatility and
robustness.

Index Terms—Actuation and joint mechanisms, biologically-
inspired robots, cellular and modular robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODULAR robotics offers a promising avenue for cre-
ating a wide range of robot topologies that are robust

to individual robot failure. Modular robotic systems leverage
the local behavior from many identical unit robots to achieve
global shape changes [1]. One critical limitation for current
modular robotic systems is that their movements are dependent
on how many units are part of the network. Most modular robotic
systems fall under the lattice, chain or swarm architectures. If
the individual robots do not change dramatically in shape, these
architectures constrain large scale transformation to only occur
through reconfiguration, i.e. the physical movement of n robots
to another location [2].

Volume-changing systems have the potential to reduce the
number of robots and traveling motions needed for large scale
transformation. Rather than needing modules to move past one
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Fig. 1. (a) The auxetic robotic module in fully contracted and expanded
states. (b) Render of the module, highlighting the internal actuation module.
A motor drives the leadscrew to force the auxetic shell to expand. (c) Adding
wire constraints between modules enables bending and forward locomotion by
allowing the modules to expand past each other. Scale bars are 1 cm.

another like in translation / rotational-based systems [3], [4],
volume-changing systems have individual units change their
size directly, allowing shape change to happen in-place. This
approach has strong presence in nature, such as auxesis in plant
growth and morphogenesis in tissue formation [5], [6] which
roboticists have drawn bioinspiration from [7]. However, current
physical manifestations of this approach have had critical limi-
tations such as complex / slow actuation or tethers to an external
power source [8], [9], [10]. We wish to develop modular systems
that can leverage volume-changing approaches for untethered
motion, capable of strong yet compliant actions.

In this paper, we present AuxBots, an untethered modular
robotic unit that has high expansion (1.4x radius in 0.8 s) and
large force capabilities (76x body mass) (Fig. 1). We extend our
previous works on auxetic shells [11] to create a unit cell with
controllable motor-based expansion in a single package. The
shell’s movement is based on the jitterbug transformation [12],
providing us with a strong mathematical basis to model our
system’s expansion. With this model, we can then break the
traditional lattice-based architecture through the use of flexi-
ble inter-robot connections and constraints. These constraints
allows the rigid AuxBots to expand past each other, enabling
peristaltic motion without the need of external environmental
constraints. This combination of strength and flexibility allows
us us to mimic previously inaccessible locomotion patterns to
modular robots – specifically the flipper-style movement that
sea creatures like the mudskipper, sea lion and sea turtle use to
move on land [13]. With only four to seven AuxBots, we are able
to create untethered modular systems that can transport weights
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up to 19 N, even when some modules shut themselves down due
to excessive current.

This paper makes the following contributions:
� Design and fabrication of an auxetic shell based robotic

unit cell with high force and expansion capabilities
� Derivation of a mathematical model for these unit cells’

single degree of freedom expansion
� Development of bioinspired flipper-style locomotion

through flexible wire constraints and compliant inter-cell
modular connections

� Demonstration of the locomotion and carrying capacity of
these robots, hauling 1.5x the body mass of the system

II. BACKGROUND

Using the standard classification schemes of modular
robotics [14], volume-changing modular systems tend to follow
either the lattice or swarm architectures. Traditionally, in these
architectures, the unit modules slide past one another usually in
2D, making links where needed [15]. Since volume-changing
systems can perform shape change in place, their modules often
do not have actuated joints or move past one another. This
can be seen dramatically in [8], where no movement occurs
other than expansion and contraction of a single 2D particle in
place, yet complex motion like light-following can be achieved
collectively.

Although 3D volumetric expansion has been an active area
of mathematical interest such as the jitterbug or Hoberman
sphere [16], [17], these modules have infrequently been trans-
lated into the robotic realm and remained single, human-
operated modules. The most well-known examples of volume-
changing modular robotics are results from the early 2000s [14].
In [18], a rack and pinion mechanism is used to expand each
side of a square outwards for reconfiguring shape changes. [19]
extended this concept into 3D by using a leadscrew to drive each
face of a cube outwards. While seminal, both of these works had
prohibitively complex hardware for actuation and fabrication,
making it difficult for other researchers to follow this line of
work.

More recently, expansion-based robots has experienced a
resurgence through soft robotics actuator development. [7], [9],
[10] all rely on inflation to expand, only differing in their ge-
ometries and composition. [7] is most similar to [19] by creating
silicone cubes with a magnet on each face for reconfiguring. [9]
and [10] add strain limiting layers to their silicone casting, al-
lowing for peristaltic movement and some control over friction.
While these systems achieve impressive expansion ratios, their
reliance on pneumatics results in slow cycle times and a tether to
an external pressure source. Alternative actuation methods such
as shape-memory alloys [20] and liquid-crystal elastomers [21]
have demonstrated other ways to get soft robotic volume change,
but these methods still suffer from the same issues of fabrication
and external power sources.

III. SINGLE AUXBOT DESIGN

Our design goals for the AuxBot were to make a self-
contained expanding robot that had (1) a large expansion ratio,

(2) a simple untethered actuation scheme, and (3) a large force
output. To best achieve these goals, we build off of our previous
work of modular volumetric actuators [11]. In that work, auxetic
shells were driven to get expansion, as their geometry simplifies
expansion to a single degree of freedom problem. By rotating
polygons against each other, the overall structure will follow an
“auxetic trajectory” similar to Buckminster Fuller’s jitterbug-
style expansion [12]. While the jitterbug transformation has been
used in other mechanical systems [17], [22], our prior work was
one of the first to drive the jitterbug motion internally. However,
the actuators demonstrated in that work remained tethered to
a power source and had relatively limited expansion and force
capabilities (1.2x radius expansion, strength to weight ratio of
6 - 7.5x).

We improve on our previous work by designing a modular
volumetric actuator with a rigid shell rather than a compliant
one. Instead of bent spring steel, the faces of the auxetic pattern
are now made out of 6.4 mm thick aluminum and we introduce
compliance on the inter-robot level rather than the intra-robot
level (Section V). This rigid frame offers significant advantages
for performance. In the previous iteration, multiple layers of
shell were needed for a sufficiently isotropic force profile. In this
version, the actuation scheme is simplified by only requiring one
rotating layer. This reduces unwanted joint friction and jamming
caused by shell deformations, making the robots more isotropic
by bringing the ratio of lateral to top blocked force closer to
1. The rigid shell design improves force transmission from the
unactuated to actuated faces of the robot and allows for a larger
expansion ratio since there is no second layer to limit potential
expansion (Fig. 2). Since the rigid faces can no longer bend, 3D
printed joints (Formlabs Grey Pro, igus iglide L280) are used
to maintain the 54.74◦ dihedral angle constraint between faces
needed for a jitterbug transformation [12].

To force a volumetric expansion/contraction of the shell, we
can either force a rotation of antipodal points while leaving the
distance between the points unconstrained by the actuator, or
force the distance to change while leaving the rotation uncon-
strained. One of the two must remain unconstrained, since the
rotation of the polygonal faces is coupled to the expansion of
the shell [12]. In our previous work [11], we chose to constrain
rotation to be closer to the mathematical basis of auxetic tra-
jectories. In the interest of maximum force output, we instead
choose to actuate AuxBots by controlling the distance between
antipodal points, using a leadscrew as our final reduction stage.
Since rotation of the faces is nonlinearly related to shell diameter
(Section IV-A), directly controlling angle will lead to a nonlinear
force profile. Controlling the diameter instead of face rotation
angle avoids a configuration varying reduction and gives a 1:1
ratio between actuator force and axial or lateral shell force. This
makes the force exerted by the robot more consistent through
its range of motion. Furthermore, leadscrew reductions can
generate very large output forces with small input torques with
minimal component count, enabling the use of smaller motors
and reducing the overall complexity of each robot. To leave the
rotation of the faces unconstrained, only a single bearing needs
to be added, unlike the large linear support structure needed
in [11].
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Fig. 2. (a) Top-down view of the AuxBot expanding from fully contracted to fully expanded at 7 mm increments. Scale bar is 1 cm. (b) Isometric view of the
same expansion in our model tracking the square faces of the AuxBot. The bottom face (dashed line) is assumed to be fixed. The original position is shown in
light gray for clarification of the expansion. (c) Measured vs. predicted values for the relationship between the AuxBot’s diameter and the rotation of the top face.
Prediction comes from the mathematical model of the jitterbug transformation. Error bars represent standard deviation from 3 measurements.

The leadscrew actuation module is capable of exerting a
force of up to 140 N with a top speed of 76.5 mm/s, all while
weighing only 93 g and maintaining backdrivability. A small
DC gearmotor (75:1 N20) drives a leadscrew (6 mm diameter,
1.33 mm pitch, 6 start), and is controlled by a microcontroller
(Espressif ESP32, TI DRV8876) running a standard PI position
control loop. Gains for the control loop were tuned by hand.
Upon startup, each AuxBot retracts until it triggers a limit switch.
This allows the AuxBot to home itself and find what position
corresponds to full contraction.

The module is powered by a 8.4 V 300 mAh Lithium Polymer
battery. The same PCB that carries the microcontroller and motor
driver also carries battery charging and protection circuitry,
which allows the battery to be charged without removing it
from the robot. A USB-Serial bridge allows for easy debugging
and charge control. If the ESP32 detects that the current is
over a set threshold for a set period of time, it will cause a
software fault. This fault state causes the AuxBot to “stall,”
performing a forced robot shut down to prevent damage to the
AuxBot’s motor. Overall, this actuation scheme is significantly
simpler than comparable volume-changing robots as traditional
electronics can be used to drive a single degree of freedom for
all motion (Table IV).

IV. SINGLE AUXBOT MODEL AND CHARACTERIZATION

A. Model of Expansion

To model the relationship between an AuxBot’s diameter to
its face rotation, we modify the mathematical analysis of the

jitterbug transformation found in [12]. Let |�r| =
√

r2x + r2y + r2z
be the radius of the overall AuxBot and our independent variable
be μ. μ is not a physically measurable quantity, but is defined
in [12] as the angle the intersection point between two faces
makes when projected on the ground plane. Our objective is to
first relate μ to �r, then to find a physical analogue to μ.

Each AuxBot is comprised of square and triangle faces that
form a cuboctahedron which expands to form a rhombicubocta-
hedron [12]. Tells us that the dihedral angle constraint for this
polyhedron is θdh = 54.74◦. Let RA and RB be the radii of the

circumscribing circles to the square and triangle face. We then
copy [12]’s derivation to get:

rx = RA cosμ

ry = RA sinμ

rz =
RA cos θdh cosμ±

√
R2

B −R2
A sin2 μ

sin θdh

Since we can not have self-intersection or a complex radius
in the real world, we can ignore the negative branch of rz and
also know that the discriminant of rz must be greater than 0.
We also know that when the discriminant equals 0 at some μ0,
this corresponds to the smallest possible state of the AuxBot
(provided that self-intersection is allowed.). μ0 also allows us
to create a real-world analogue for μ. Since we can measure the
difference in rotation of the top face from its fully contracted
state (θ), we can write μ = μ0 − θ (subtraction because of the
discriminant requirement).

In our real-world case, the square and triangle faces both have
sides of 45 mm, making RA = 45

√
2/2 and RB = 45

√
3/4.

Since the mathematical intersection point of the two sides is
located in the 3D printed joint, we need to add an offset to RA

and RB to account for the increased diameter the shoulder joint
provides. We also need to add a final offset to the calculated �r to
compensate for the AuxBot’s bolt heads. With these adjustments,
we overall see a good correspondence between the physical
AuxBot and the theoretical model (Fig. 2(c)). We note that the
measured and predicted graphs start at 2◦ rather than 0◦ due to
the physical impossibility of achieving the fully contracted state.

In addition to the general relationship between angle and
expansion, we were also interested in understanding how the
square faces of the AuxBot moved, as their movement would
form the basis of any larger shape transformation in the bots’
final lattice arrangement. Since Verheyen does not describe this
face point transformation in [12], we developed a set of homo-
geneous transformation matrices for each face of a generalized
AuxBot. Let there be a coordinate axis with origin at the center
of the bottom face, with the z axis pointing directly up towards
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TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF A SINGLE AUXBOT

the top face, the x axis perpendicular to an arbitrary side face,
and the y axis perpendicular to another side face.

For a given diameter d, we let d0 be the unactuated AuxBot’s
diameter, Δd = d− d0 be the amount of diameter expansion
and θ be the rotation angle of each face (which can be computed
as a function of d via the above equations). Any point which
falls upon one of the generalized robot’s retracted faces can be
mapped to the same point on an expanded face by compounding
the following basic transformations:

1) A rotation of θ about the line x = 0, z = d0/2 which
passes through the center of the target face when the bot
is fully retracted.

2) A translation of θ/2 away from the origin in the −y
direction.

3) A rotation θ about the z axis.
4) A translation of θ/2 in the +z direction.
As an example, here is the transformA, which takes any point

on the face on the plane y = −d0/2 to a new location on the
expanded AuxBot. For legibility, let c = cos(θ)and s = sin(θ):

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

c2 s −cs
Δds+ d0cs

2

−cs c s2
Δdc− d0s

2

2

s 0 c
d0 +Δd− d0c

2

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)

B. Characterization

In addition to modeling the expansion of the AuxBot unit, we
also characterized its force output and battery life (Table I).

To measure how long we could use the AuxBots for, we per-
formed battery life tests by conducting expand-contract cycles
with an AuxBot until the battery died. For lithium-ion battery
protection, a battery is considered too low to function at 7.65 V
and will not respond to further commands until charged. From
a maximum voltage of 8.35 V, it took 1228 cycles or about
29 minutes to reach to low voltage. The actual functional time
may be lower under an external load, such as in our hauling
experiments (SectionVI-B). There was no notable change in
expansion ratio through this test.

To measure the maximum force that could be exerted by
an AuxBot, we conducted mechanical tests to determine the
expansion and retraction forces at varying diameters. For the

Fig. 3. Mechanical testing graph for an AuxBot’s (a) expansion force and (b)
retraction force. (c) The AuxBot was set at different diameters and orientations
(along or lateral to the leadscrew axis) then the Instron’s constraints were set
to accommodate that specific diameter. The AuxBot then expanded / retracted
against the Instron until the motor stalled. Error bars represent standard deviation
after 5 tests. Scale bars are 1 cm.

expansion force, an AuxBot was ordered to a set diameter,
and then secured between two plates under slight compression
(Fig. 3(a)). The AuxBot was then directed to fully extend until
motor stall and the maximum force was recorded. Similarly, for
the retraction force, two aluminum pieces were bolted to the top
and bottom of an AuxBot, which was then secured to the Instron
in a set of tension grips (Fig. 3(b)). The AuxBot was then ordered
to fully contract until motor stall, and the maximum force was
recorded. Five tests were recorded for each diameter and loading
condition, as well as along the axis of the leadscrew (axial)
and perpendicular to the leadscrew (lateral). These tests were
conducted while the AuxBot was connected to a power source
to eliminate the effect of battery voltage on relative performance.
Modifying the order of the assigned diameter set points had no
significant effect on the force response of the AuxBot.

This characterization demonstrated a significantly higher
force output (Fig. 3(c)). For a unit that only weighs 1.8 N, the
AuxBot was able to exert an expansion force 23 – 76x its body
weight and a retraction force 21 – 40x its body weight. Most
of the variance comes from axial vs. lateral tests. The axial
expansion force was nearly double that of the other modes,
as the leadscrew was able to take on more force. There was
less variation between the lateral expansion force and the axial
retraction force, as the leadscrew mattered less. In general, the
retraction force was weaker than the expansion force.

Overall, force output was fairly consistent as a function of
radius. Notable outliers include the fully contracted axial expan-
sion force, which is nearly 40 N higher than when the AuxBot is
expanded by 7 mm, and the 7 mm lateral retraction force which is
almost 3x less than after another 7 mm of expansion. The expan-
sion force discrepancy may be due to the Instron directly mea-
suring the force the leadscrew exerts on the total structure rather
than what the shell as a whole exerts. The retraction force dis-
crepancy is due to the AuxBot shell’s compliance. While the load
path for actuator force to shell force is not configuration depen-
dent, the load path for joint stiction to actuation force is. Since
gravity preloads the shell in an unfavorable direction for the
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Fig. 4. (a) Wire constraints were used to induce bending by tying specific
points on two AuxBots together. The effect and placement of this constraint
changed depending on whether the two AuxBots had the (b) same or (c) opposite
handedness, as highlighted in pink. (d) A virtual constraint was modeled to
provide insight on what constraint positions would result in the most force,
using length as a proxy for force. (e) This constraint led to in-plane bending
for AuxBots of the same handedness (f) and off-center rotation and bending for
AuxBots of opposite handedness.

retraction test, the actuator can move without moving the shell
due to the slop in the joints, resulting in a lower force reading.

V. MULTIPLE AUXBOT COMPOSITION

Now that we’ve established the capabilities of the single
AuxBot, we now turn to composing larger modular systems by
connecting multiple AuxBots together. Overall, we follow the
lattice architecture design, but with additional compliance in the
form of soft connections and wire constraints.

To synchronously control the multi-AuxBot system, we use
an offboard ESP32 to act as the server for the client ESP32 on
board each AuxBot. Specifically, a Python script reads in a text
file which describes a list of target diameters for each bot as a
series of steps and sends these values over serial to the server
ESP32. After checking that all requested diameters are within
minimum and maximum diameter bounds, the server ESP32
communicates the requested expansion over the ESP-NOW
protocol to all of the AuxBots. The AuxBot client performs
another check on the requested expansion ratio and uses this as
the setpoint to its internal PI control loop. If one AuxBot has
faulted, it will not affect the communication between the server
and the other client AuxBots.

We connect adjacent AuxBots by either a rigid aluminum
stand-off, or a flexible rubber disc. Flexible discs leave the
relative angle between adjacent units unconstrained, while the
rigid stand-offs prevent angle change or relative translation. In
a cubic lattice configuration typical to modular robots, AuxBots
do not stall because the flexible discs can bend and twist to
accommodate for each individual AuxBot’s expansion. Rather
than rely on external environmental constraints, we choose to
add wire constraints to induce locomotion between specific posi-
tions on the faces of adjacent robots (Fig. 4(a)). When two robots
are constrained, their expansion will change the angle formed by

Fig. 5. Locomotion pattern for the mudskipper composition of AuxBots on
posterboard. (a) Demonstration of a full cycle for moving straight with the final
end state of the robot after 15 cycles. (b) Demonstration of a full cycle for turning
left with the final end state of the robot after 15 cycles. The end state of the right
turn experiment is also shown for completion. Scale bar is 50 cm.

their center lines, creating an overall bend and potentially a slight
lifting motion. This allows our modular system to move without
relying on external environmental plate or tube constraints like
previous work [10], [11].

To determine the effects of wire constraint location and design
the most effective connection, we extended the transform A in
(1) from Section IV-A for two AuxBots. Two virtual robots
were created, one with a bottom face centered on the origin,
and the other floating with bottom face centered at [d0 + 10,
0, 0]. The +10 offset comes from an assumed 1 cm separation
between adjacent bots from the rubber disc constraint. To map
points on the robot further from the origin, we define transform
B. Transform B can be found by applying a translation of
Δd+ d0 + 10 in the +x direction to transform A. For each of
these virtual robots, query vectors were selected, �qA and �qB . The
distance between these vectors is subtracted from the distance
between the transformed vectors as follows:

Δl = ||A �qA −B �qB || − || �qA − �qB || (2)

From this equation, we can see that Δl gives us intuition on
what the most effective constraint will be (Fig 4). Since the wire
constraint maintains its length under tension, a large value of Δl
induces a significant change in joint angle between two robots,
while a small Δl produces little effect. Constraints close to the
horizontal center line of each face also produce a desirable planar
force, which minimizes the out-of-plane rotation of the joint and
increases stability. In practice, the model accurately represents
constraint attachment schemes which minimize lifting of one
robot during joint actuation.

From this proxy equation, we determine the optimal connec-
tion between two AuxBots is tying the nearest possible point on
AuxBot 1 to AuxBot 2 to the hole perpendicular to the AuxBots’
alignment along the centerline (Fig. 4(b), (d). This joint applies
force largely parallel to the ground at full expansion (Fig. 4(e)).
From experiments, this joint corresponds to a angle change of
approximately 18◦ when both AuxBots are fully expanded.

From our experiments, we also noticed that handedness of
the connected AuxBots significantly affects the performance
of the joint. Each AuxBot can expand either by rotating their
faces clockwise or counterclockwise. If two AuxBots of the
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Fig. 6. Locomotion pattern for the sea turtle composition of AuxBots on posterboard. (a) Demonstration of a full cycle for moving straight with the final end
state of the robot after 15 cycles. (b) Example of the AuxBots in sea turtle mode hauling weight after 15 cycles (1027g or 81% of system weight). Scale bar is 50
cm.

TABLE II
MUDSKIPPER POSITION AFTER 15 CYCLES

TABLE III
TURTLE POSITION AFTER 15 CYCLES (22.5 S)

same handedness are put together, they expand in the same way
so they will not collide upon expansion. However, AuxBots of
opposite handedness will expand into each other. The only way
to avoid this collision is by rotating one AuxBot to be offset to
the other, which is an unstable configuration (Fig. 4(c), (f)). For
our composed systems, we chose to only use AuxBots with the
same clockwise orientation.

VI. APPLICATIONS

With these wire constraints, we are able to use the AuxBots to
perform bioinspired locomotion of flipper-based terrestrial gaits.
This style of locomotion is a fairly recent area of investigation, as
researchers have sought to better understand the biomechanics
of motion across granular media or how to best accomodate the
transition from aquatic to terrestrial environments [13], [23].
These studies have used either rigid servo chains or compliant
tendon / shape memory alloy-based motion [24], so to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time modular robots have been
used to mimic this style of locomotion.

We decided to imitate flippers because of the simplicity of
their motion on land, which is attainable without construction
of complex limbs. Reliable and consistent forward motion can be
produced with a combination of joint flexing and flipper lifting,
both possible with the AuxBot system’s unique combination of
strength and compliance. The wire constraints decrease reliance
on the rectilinear grid which the AuxBots occupy. This allows
the system to break the typical lattice assumption that other
modular robots must follow. This gives us a lifting and bending
motion that’s similar to how mudskippers and sea turtles use their
limbs. Furthermore, the high expansion and retraction force of
the AuxBots enables them to push forward at the end of their
stroke, giving a follow through to their motion pattern.

A. Mudskipper-Style Locomotion

As the simplest demonstration of the composed AuxBots, we
choose to mimic the mudskipper, a fish that uses its two front
flippers and long tail to push itself along [25]. We compose a
set of 4 AuxBots in a similar T formation: two flippers on either
side of a two-bot middle column (Fig. 5). The two central robots
act as a torso to keep the motion stable, while the left and right
joints pull the assembly forward and direct turning. Having the
extra “tail” AuxBot helps to reduce sideways drift by acting as a
relative anchor point to the motions of the left and right AuxBots
and help the system shake free when stuck. Experiments without
this fourth robot were significantly slower and more unstable.
Across a felt surface, three AuxBots moved at 0.2 cm/s with
a bearing of 12◦ while a mudskipper style design moved at
0.5 cms/s with a bearing of 7.3◦. Much like their biological
inspiration, the tail significantly helps the performance of the
overall AuxBot system.

To move straight, we (1) expand all bots, with the middle
AuxBot on a slight delay from the others, (2) contract the left
and right flippers, (3) contract the tail, (4) contract the front
middle AuxBot (Fig. 5(a)). When all bots expand, as in step 1, the
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF VOLUME-CHANGING MODULAR ROBOTS

left and right flippers flex due to the joint constraints and move
the mudskipper system forwards. To avoid backwards motion
caused by flipper relaxation, the flippers are retracted before the
torso in step 2. This means that as the flippers retract, contact
with the ground is minimized due to the raised attachment point
to the middle bot, and the torso acts as an anchor, similar to how
mudskippers drag themselves forwards. Each cycle takes 2.5 s
and gives a peristaltic wave through the system, with a slight lift
and push using the flippers.

For turning, we first expand all AuxBots and then repeatedly
expand and contract the AuxBot on the side we wish to turn
towards. This provides a pivot point for the mudskipper system
to turn about. For faster turning, we have the tail AuxBot expand
and contract every three open-close cycles to help propel the
AuxBot forward and not just turn in place (Fig. 5(b)). Each
cycle takes 6 seconds to complete.

Using this locomotion pattern, we conducted motion tests
across several terrains, seeing how far the mudskipper AuxBot
system moved over 15 cycles (Table II). Since turning has the
additional occasional tail expansion, the actual time to perform
those tests was longer than the straight movement tests (90 s
vs. 37.5 s). Values reported assume a coordinate axis whose
origin is at the furthest back point of the tail AuxBot, with the
y-axis aligned with the initial heading of the mudskipper system.
Positive values represent movement to the right / clockwise of
this axis while negative values represent movement to the left /
counterclockwise of this axis.

Across all terrains, there is notable drifting towards moving
left. This is because of our decision to make all AuxBots have
the same handedness, making the overall system asymmetric.
Despite this bias, the mudskipper system was still able to make
right-handed turns, albeit much less effectively than making
left-hand turns. The AuxBot mudskipper was able to move
fastest on surfaces with moderate friction, such as the carpet
and cloth. However, as friction increased, more drift and off-
headings were noticed, especially in turning. Rough terrain like
dirt and grass was particularly difficult for our system, as the
AuxBots would either stall or make minimal progress across

the surface. Smoother surfaces like concrete made it difficult for
the AuxBot to properly gain purchase on the surface and move
efficiently.

B. Sea Turtle-Style Hauling

We can expand our findings from the mudskipper-style
AuxBot assembly to form a stronger and stabler sea-turtle style
configuration. By adding three more AuxBots to the back of
the mudskipper’s tail to form an I / H shape, we add redun-
dancy and a stabler “shell” to better carry loads with. In these
experiments, we used a locomotion pattern of (1) expanding all
AuxBots, with a delay for the front middle and center AuxBots,
(2) contracting all AuxBots except for the middle two, (3)
contracting the center AuxBot, (4) contracting the front middle
AuxBot (Fig. 6(a)). This is a generalization of the locomotion
pattern for the mudskipper while leveraging the center column
for more peristaltic motion. We also decreased the amount that
the right-side AuxBots expanded (110 mm instead of 127 mm) in
an attempt to mitigate the left drift that we saw in the mudskipper.

We test the carrying capacity of this new system by command-
ing the AuxBot sea turtle to move straight on posterboard while
carrying a load. We laid a square of eggcrate foam on top of
the AuxBots as a platform. The foam’s softness helped average
out all of the AuxBots’ gaps and expanding motions, creating
a relatively stable platform even though it was not fastened
down. We then set a lunchbox on top of this foam and placed
objects within there so they would not jostle off the sea turtle.
Objects were placed in the lunchbox until a significant number
of AuxBots stalled, preventing further movement. Results are
summarized in Table III.

Overall, the AuxBot sea turtle was able to carry 1938 g
efficiently or about 1.5x the sea turtle’s weight of 1260 g.
The strength to weight ratio decrease from the individual unit
characterization is largely due to the need to move while carrying
a load. In order to move quickly, we oriented most of the AuxBots
to be axial along the direction of movement, meaning that the
weaker lateral forces are the ones that are being used to carry the
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object. Furthermore, from the terrain experiments, we note that
the AuxBots require quite a bit of force to propel themselves
forward, so additional load would affect the behavior more than
just a single AuxBot expanding in place. This tracks with the
overall decrease in speed and straightness we see as the load
on the turtle increases. Under no load, the sea turtle moved at a
similar speed to the mudskipper (4.36 mm/s vs. 4.37 mm/s), but
at 1.2x loading, the sea turtle moves at 3.2 mm/s, a 25% decrease
in speed. Nevertheless, the sea turtle system displays significant
hauling capacity, especially considering that the higher loads
(and their uneven distribution across the system) caused some
AuxBots to be disabled due to motor stall. This system thus is a
clear embodiment of the “robust to unit failure” goal of modular
robotic design [1].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we presented a high force, large expansion,
untethered robotic unit: the AuxBot. By leveraging the well-
studied mathematics of the jitterbug transform, the high strength
capacity of rigid robotic design, and the flexibility of compliant
constraints, we were able to create modular robotic systems that
could exert forces and carry loads many times their own weight.
In comparison to other volume-changing modular robots
(Table IV), AuxBots had the second highest force output per
weight, the second lowest expansion time, and orders of mag-
nitude higher locomotion speed. While AuxBots were not the
fastest or largest expanding robots, their power density enabled
new applications like flipper-style locomotion and hauling.

These units offer a lot of avenues for future exploration. In
this work, we only considered adding wire constraints between
adjacent AuxBots, but with more units, an entire line of AuxBots
could be forced to curve, not just adjacent ones. In addition,
sensing the load that each AuxBot feels may help lead to more
efficient locomotion gaits or load balancing. This sensing could
be done through external force sensors or directly by using
motor current as a proxy. Overall, AuxBots represent the exciting
potential of volume-changing methods for modular robotics as
well as the downstream effects that soft robotics has on more
effective robot designs.
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